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ort through single-molecule
oligophenyl-diethynyl junctions with direct gold–
carbon bonds formed at low temperature†

Gautam Mitra, a Vincent Delmas, b Hassan Al Sabea,b Lucie Norel, b

Olivier Galangau, b Stéphane Rigaut, b Jérôme Cornil, c Karine Costuas *b

and Elke Scheer *a

We report on the first systematic transport study of alkynyl-ended oligophenyl-diethynyl (OPA) single-

molecule junctions with direct Au–C anchoring scheme at low temperature using the mechanically

controlled break junction technique. Through quantitative statistical analysis of opening traces,

conductance histograms and density functional theory studies, we identified different types of junctions,

classified by their conductance and stretching behavior, for OPA molecules between Au electrodes with

two to four phenyl rings. We performed inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy and observed the

excitation of Au–C vibrational modes confirming the existence of Au–C bonds at low temperature and

compared the stability of molecule junctions upon mechanical stretching. Our findings reveal the huge

potential for future functional molecule transport studies at low temperature using alkynyl endgroups.
1. Introduction

Charge transport studies through different functional mole-
cules with high stability and robustness are key for the devel-
opment of molecular electronics.1,2 Usually, the molecule is
chemically functionalized with an endgroup responsible for
bridging between electrodes and forming single-molecule
junctions.3–6 Endgroups with sufficiently strong bonding, long
stretching distance and electronically transparent nature are
ideal candidates for molecular electronic devices. To study the
in-depth electronic and magnetic transport properties of
different functional molecules, the ability to form single-
molecule junctions which are stable at low temperature and
in vacuum are also of particular interest for choosing
endgroups. Thiols (–SH),7,8 amines (–NH2),9–11 cyanides (–CN),8

pyridines4,12 are among the most commonly used endgroups for
their coupling strengths and known contact geometries.
Recently, there is surging interest on the line of establishing
direct gold–carbon (Au–C) covalent bonds to achieve highly
conductingmolecular junctions.13–15,17–21 Initial studies with Au–
C bonded single-molecule junctions were observed by
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Venkataraman's group on methylene terminated oligophenyls
and polymethylene chains which shows near resonant transport
and enhanced conductance compared to other endgroups.13

Hong et al. characterized the (oligo)-phenylene-ethynylene
(OPE) derivatives using Raman scattering4 and Arasu et al.
proposed bipodal platforms based on biphenylene with two Au–
C bonds which show very stable and electronically transparent
properties of Au–C anchoring scheme.20 The direct Au–C bond
formation can be experimentally realized using highly toxic
SnMe3 linkers, which cleave off on contact with Au elec-
trodes13,14,21 and also with in situ cleavage of trimethylsilyl group
attached to alkynyl moiety using tetrabutylammonium uo-
ride.4 Recently, another binding mechanism based on alkynyls
forming direct Au–C bonds without the need for any precursors
was reported.22 So far, all these experiments have been per-
formed in solution at room temperature. Characterizations with
photoemission spectroscopy have shown that it is also possible
to form Au–C bonds in ultrahigh vacuum conditions.23

However, to the best of our knowledge, a detailed character-
ization of single-molecule junctions with direct Au–C covalent s
bonds at low temperature under vacuum conditions has not
been realized so far. Since the Au–C anchoring scheme is
already known to be a good alternative for the widely used thiol
endgroups in many functional single-molecule studies
including thermopower measurements15 and molecular devices
used for spintronic measurements16 at room temperature, it is
important to reveal whether they can be formed under non-
standard conditions as well. In particular when long-lived
junctions are necessary, low-temperature measurements are
helpful. This will also allow to study the junctions' electronic
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 457–466 | 457
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Fig. 1 Molecules used for the current study are shown on the left and the mechanically controlled break junction (MCBJ) schematics is shown
on the right.
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transport and vibrational properties in detail by virtue of the
lower thermal noise, thereby providing important information
to the identication of the junctions' geometries.

Here we report the rst systematic study of single-molecule
junctions with Au–C anchoring units at low temperature,
down to 4.2 K. We have used oligophenyl-diethynyl molecules
with alkynyl endgroups which we denote as OPAn (n¼ 2, 3, 4); n
represents the number of phenyl units as shown in Fig. 1. Since
these have been already reported to form molecule junctions at
ambient conditions,22 they represent an ideal platform for
a comparison of conductance and for further characterization.
We nd that the resulting molecular junctions are reproducible
over several weeks at 4.2 K. Our mechanically controlled break
junction (MCBJ) setup at low temperature offers the stability to
carry out advanced experiments like inelastic electron tunneling
spectroscopy (IETS), which besides the high junction stability
requires the high energy resolution provided by the low
temperature. Although IETS observations are known for several
other anchoring groups,24–26 an experimental characterization
of vibrational modes from single-molecule junctions with Au–C
linkers is still unknown. Thus, with the help of IETS at low
temperature, we conrmed the excitation of the Au–C vibron
modes, as a signature for successful Au–C bond formation and
giving insight into the junction characteristics upon stretching
by using the variation of different vibrational modes. In order to
get a theoretical understanding of the IET spectra, quantum-
chemical calculations using density functional theory (DFT)
for the isolated molecules and tight-binding density functional
theory (DFTB) calculations for both isolated and gold-
coordinated molecules were also performed (see computa-
tional details in the ESI†).

2. Experimental section and
characterization measurements

We prepared 5 mM of OPAn molecule solutions using
dichloromethane (DCM) as solvent under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere. The detailed NMR characterization of the molecules is
given in the ESI.† We observed that the yield of molecular
junctions formed with lower concentrations is very small, see
Fig. S1 in the ESI.† These freshly prepared molecular solutions
were dropcasted at room temperature on a free-standing Au
458 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 457–466
bridge on a bronze substrate fabricated using electron beam
lithography and dry etching.27,28 When brought into contact
with Au electrodes, the hydrogen atoms at the outer ends of the
molecule cleave off and direct Au–C bond formation can take
place.29 This method avoids any need for additional precursors
leaving toxic groups in the solution. Single-molecule junctions
are formed using the mechanically controllable break junction
(MCBJ) technique, a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 1. We
dried the samples in nitrogen ow, cooled them down and
broke the Au wires in cryogenic vacuum at low temperature by
bending the substrate in the MCBJ mechanics. Electrical
transport measurements were carried out at 4.2 K. Because of
the purely mechanical drive, the opening speed is limited to
about one opening trace per z10 min, which then limits the
maximum number of opening traces that can be recorded in
a reasonable time span to a few hundreds. First, we open and
close the samples to form Au contacts and molecule junctions
repeatedly. The conductance G is measured using the current
and voltage ratio at xed bias voltage across the junctions. The
evolution of G during this process is evaluated as a function of
displacement between the Au electrodes. From these data, we
construct so-called one-dimensional (1D) conductance histo-
grams using logarithmic binning of these opening conductance
traces. We used different numbers of bins to calculate the 1D
histograms and found that the peak positions are independent
of the choice of the bin size (for examples see Fig. S2 in the
ESI†).

Fig. 2 shows typical individual traces obtained for each
species under study. The noise oor of the measurement unit is
below 10�6 G0 with the conductance quantum G0 ¼ 2e2/h. Au
single-atom contacts form on every opening trace conrmed by
the plateau formation at 1 G0. Aer breaking the Au–Au
contacts, we observed conductance plateaus at different G for
the different molecules. These plateaus are attributed to
molecular junctions formed between the sharp Au electrodes
with R–C^C–H as endgroup where R denotes the rest of the
OPAn chain. The length of plateaus increases with molecular
length, although there are some exceptions which we will
discuss in the next paragraph. Upon further stretching of the
junctions, their conductance nally drops to the noise level
signaling the breaking of the junction, then forming a vacuum
tunneling contact. The molecule junctions are visible on
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Examples of opening traces with molecular plateaus and 1D histograms observed for OPA2 (a and b), OPA3 (c and d) and OPA4 (e and f),
respectively, measured at low temperature with an applied bias voltage of 100mV. The displacement is measured as the inter-electrode distance
upon stretching the junction. Maxima of histograms are labeled as HC and LC for higher and lower conductance, respectively. The probability of
each type of traces observed for OPA4 is also shown. The opening traces in (a, c, and e) are offset horizontally for clarity.
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opening traces even aer more than one week of measurements
from the same device under test. The nominal length of fully
stretched Au–OPAn–Au junctions corresponds to 1.2, 1.6 and
2.1 nm, for n ¼ 2, 3, and 4, respectively.22 The uncertainty in the
determination of the plateau length in our MCBJ molecular
junctions is estimated to be in the order of 30%. We therefore
mainly discuss relative length variations between the mole-
cules. In addition, we study the IET spectra of individual junc-
tions by using a lock-in technique in a bias range from �300 to
300 mV and an AC modulation voltage of 3 mV. These
measurements also show the robustness of a single junction
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
over longer periods of time. More details and a comparison
between the lock-in measured and numerically derived IET
spectra (Fig. S4) can be found in the ESI.†
3. Results and analysis

Fig. 2 shows examples of typical opening traces and corre-
sponding 1D histograms obtained from 300–500 traces
measured at 100 mV bias voltage applied to OPAn molecules at
low temperature. We have labeled maxima with higher
conductance as HC and lower conductance as LC in the
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 457–466 | 459
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histograms. Two-dimensional (2D) histograms of the same data
are given in Fig. S3 in the ESI.† These histograms are con-
structed without any data selection.

The opening traces and histograms of all three molecules are
in common that they feature multiple steps and peaks,
respectively. The peaks are superimposed over a broad back-
ground and increasing counts towards small G. The latter was
observed already in the room temperature measurements22

which have been recorded with much higher statistics based on
several thousand opening traces per species. This observation
suggests that the background is an intrinsic property of the Au–
OPAn–Au junction formation and not an artefact of the limited
number of opening traces available in the present study.
Multiple histogram peaks are also known from gold–thiol
bonds where they are attributed to different binding patterns of
the sulfur atom to a single, a pair or a triangle of Au atoms.30 The
histogram background arises from opening traces featuring
many small steps and varying conductance, which hints toward
multiple possibilities of junction geometries and which we
therefore attribute to junctions in which only one end of the
molecule is attached via a Au–C bond, while the other one is
physisorbed at different positions of the counter electrode. This
observation is different from the room-temperature experi-
ments22 in which the background was caused by rather smooth
opening traces that were therefore assigned to open junctions.
In view of our results we suspect that also those smooth traces
might indicate single-bonded junctions, the lifetime of which
is, however, too short to give rise to a step in the opening trace.
Beside the background signal present for all three species, we
also observe marked differences between the species, which we
will discuss below.

The majority of the opening traces in OPA2 has at plateaus
near 10�4 G0 with a length of 0.2–0.5 nm. We have also observed
slanted plateaus of length up to 1.5 nm starting at conductance
values slightly higher than 10�4 G0 and decreasing conductance
upon stretching before nally breaking to the noise level. We
are attributing the latter to the presence of dimerized OPA2
systems in the junctions (OPA2–OPA2) resulting of alkynes
homocoupling and the possibility of having a part of the
molecule lying over the electrode surfaces as sometimes
observed for long molecules.31–33 The histogram of OPA2 has
one shoulder (HC) around 2� 10�4 G0 and another (LC) around
3 � 10�5 G0 (Fig. 2b), similarly to ref. 22 where also two broad
peaks were observed the positions of which, however, were
depending on the molecular concentration. In addition the
histogram shows a peak around 0.2 G0 which is oen observed
for short molecules and which might indicate the formation of
disordered Au–Au contacts.27

OPA3 shows pronounced at plateaus between 10�3 G0 and
10�4 G0 of length 0.6 to 1 nm as shown in Fig. 2c. We assign
these plateaus to a single OPA3 molecule bridged between Au
tips. The conductance of OPA3 molecular plateaus is slightly
higher than that of OPA2 which is in agreement with the re-
ported room temperature studies.22 The OPA3 histogram has
a maximum near 3.5 � 10�4 G0 (HC) and the probability of
stretched junctions extends until 10�5 G0 (LC) (Fig. 2d). The
molecular yield for OPA3 is 38%. Beside the twomaxima labeled
460 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 457–466
as HC and LC, the histogram of OPA3 shows additional peaks at
very low conductance (G < 10�5 G0). Also in ref. 22 the onset of
such a low-conductance peak was observed for OPA3 but not
discussed. We attribute these to different junction binding
congurations and also to the presence of molecular chains of
OPA3 units. The latter are also evident from the long plateau
length upon stretching towards lower conductance. The prob-
ability of these traces is much higher for OPA3 compared to
OPA2 and OPA4 thereby leading to a substantial background
signal. Finally there is a small maximum around 10�2 G0, which
by inspection of the individual opening traces can be attributed
to very short plateaus in many traces. The assignment of these
steps to particular congurations is not straightforward. We
argue that multi-molecule contacts could play a role.

Interestingly in the OPA4 histogram, we have observed
a peak at unusually high conductance around 7.5 � 10�3 G0

which was not observed at room temperature. The second
maximum at 3 � 10�5 G0 which we denote as LC in Fig. 2f
occurs at a similar position than the single peak observed at
room temperature and which is identied as the most probable
conductance of a single-molecule junction. To understand the
origin of the unusual HC peak better, we have carried out
measurements on multiple samples and statistically evaluated
515 opening traces. We have observed a rich manifold of
molecular traces and classied them into four main categories
based on the conductance and length of the plateaus and we
calculated the percentage of their appearance. Typical examples
for each category are shown in Fig. 2e and more individual
examples for each category can be found in Fig. S8 in the ESI.†
38% of traces fall into category I having a plateau lengths from 2
to 3 nm and conductance between 10�2 G0 and 10�3 G0. We
suspect that junctions with several molecules aligned in parallel
or p–p stacking of molecules give rise to these traces.34 Type II
traces are dened as having a conductance around 10�5 G0 and
a plateau length up to 2 nm which agrees with the molecule
junction conductance found in previous studies at ambient
conditions.22 These are found in 17% abundance in our anal-
ysis. Type III traces have at plateaus both at higher (10�3 G0)
and lower conductance (10�5 G0) with a total plateau length
around 0.5 nmwhich occur at a low probability of 7% indicating
some molecular junctions which are not well connected to the
electrodes and break apart easily upon stretching. Still this
category seems to reect a transition from the plateaus in type I
to the ones in type II traces. The last category of traces are
slanted plateaus (type IV) starting at 10�4 G0 which are found
with 38% abundance in our study, which we attribute to junc-
tions with molecules chemically bonded to one electrode only.
We note that type IV traces are found in measurements of OPA2
and OPA3 as well and contribute to the broad background in the
histogram. We have also looked at the evolution of the relative
abundance of the various types of traces for OPA4 with time and
found no particular trend. This indicates that the different types
of traces are not caused by training or aging effects due to the
mechanical deformation, but reveal different types of junction
geometries or binding schemes which are possible to form
under the measurement conditions. To further characterize the
exact conguration of each type of traces in both HC and LC
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Comparison of experimental inelastic electron tunneling
spectra (IETS) for OPA2, OPA3 and OPA4 are shown with red, green
and blue curves, respectively. Symmetrized IETS spectra calculated for
each molecular junction as y ¼ [f(x) � f(�x)]/2 are shown as black lines
in each figure. The yellow regions indicate the typical energies of Au–C
vibrons (in 60–75 mV) and of the C^C stretching mode (250–275
mV).
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regimes, we would require detailed molecular dynamics inves-
tigations and quantitative knowledge about the conductance for
the different congurations possible within the junction which
is beyond the scope of the current study.

Summarizing this study, we observed an increase in the HC
conductance as the number of phenyl groups increases which is
different from the usual trend of exponential decay of conduc-
tance with molecular length for hydrocarbon molecules with
off-resonant transport.35 A similar comparison study using
acetylene-terminated oligophenylenes in scanning-tunneling-
microscope-based break junctions with Au and Ag electrodes
also showed a decrease in conductance with molecular length
and an even higher conductance for Ag–C than for Au–C bonded
junctions.36 The puzzle of the length dependence is resolved by
the analysis of the opening traces by which we assigned the LC
peak to the single-molecule junction for OPA4, while it is the HC
for OPA2 and OPA3. This assignment indicates a non-
exponential, but still decreasing conductance with length as
was previously found for OPAn junctions at room temperature.22

The authors also noted a pronounced variation of the most
probable conductance on the concentration of the molecular
solution, suggesting that in their study, the formation of
molecule junctions connected in parallel might have played
a role. In our case, the higher concentration of molecular
solution used may have affected this behavior especially in the
case of OPA4, although the junction formation probability was
minimal for lower concentration (see Fig. S1 in the ESI†).

We have calculated the transmission spectra of Au–OPAn–Au
junctions using DFT in combination with nonequilibrium
Green's functions (computational details are given in the ESI†).
For the chemical anchoring, the terminal carbon has been
positioned in top coordination on the Au (111) electrode surface
(Fig. S11 in the ESI†). The corresponding transmission spectra
are given in Fig. S12.† The calculated conductance is about 2
orders of magnitude higher than the experimental single-
molecule junction peak for the symmetric OPA2, OPA3 and
OPA4 junctions, as expected for this level of theory for most
stable coordination.37,38 In order to evaluate the homocoupling
that has been observed experimentally in some studies,32,33 the
OPA2–OPA2 junction was also added to the series and turns out
to have a conductance value intermediate between OPA3 and
OPA4. Thus the possibility of dimerization resulting of alkyne
homocoupling cannot be excluded. Such dimerization is surely
occurring for OPA3 and for OPA4, but the resulting lengths of
the dimeric systems especially for OPA4 diminishes their
probability to form molecular junctions via the present MCBJ
method.

We provide further evidence for the Au–C linked molecular
junctions at low temperature by analyzing the most prominent
vibrational modes found in these molecular devices. The IET
spectrum is dened as (d2I/dV2) normalized with the differential
conductance dI/dV to be able to compare spectra gathered from
junctions with different conductance. We measured the spectra
over a xed bias range of �300 mV to 300 mV and symmetrized
using the simple formula y ¼ [f(x) � f(�x)]/2, to suppress
contributions that might arise from conductance uctuations
or other phenomena, since the IET spectrum is expected to be
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
symmetric. We directly measured IETS for OPA3 and OPA4
junctions with conductance around 10�3 G0 using a lock-in
amplier. In the case of OPA2, the IET spectrum was numeri-
cally derived from the dI/dV curve of a HC junction, due to the
limited lock-in sensitivity in this conductance range (see ESI†
for comparison with numerical derivative and lock-in
measurement).

Fig. 3 compares typical examples of experimental and
symmetrized IETS from 0–300 mV from a single junction for
each OPAn molecule. Previous studies of surface enhanced
Raman characterizations on molecular systems involving Au–C
covalent bonds determined the Au–C stretch near 46–52 mV.19,39

Later, Giuseppe et al. using rst principle simulations of IETS in
metal–molecule junctions, found a signature of the Au–C
stretch vibration mode near 60–70 mV.40 Our OPAn devices
show characteristic bands around 60–75mV, which we attribute
to the longitudinal vibrations of the Au–C bond. This mode is
absent in the IETS of thiol-linked diphenylacetylene (tolane)
which consists of two phenyl rings connected by a C^C moiety
(Fig. S6 in the ESI†). The C^C stretching mode is also observed
in all our molecular junctions at 250–270 mV (ref. 19) as shown
in Fig. 3. In addition to that, we observed the typical Au phonon
mode near 10–20 mV,41 ring breathing near 140–160 mV and
typical ring vibrations at 190–220 mV in all molecules.42–44 We
have carried out the IETS measurements on multiple HC junc-
tions and the phonon modes are found to be prevalent even
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 457–466 | 461
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aer averaging over all the measured spectra, see Fig. S5 in the
ESI.† We have also shown additional examples of individual
IETS from OPA3 and OPA4 (Fig. S7 in the ESI†) to show the
robustness of these modes across different junctions. This
strong signature of Au–C and C^C vibration modes thus
provides a direct evidence for the existence of stable Au–C
linked molecular junctions at low temperature. Due to the
limited resolution of the IETS at low conductance, we were only
able to study the IETS in the HC regime of the OPAn junctions.

In order to get a detailed understanding of IETS and the
junction congurations, we have also carried out DFT simula-
tions of the density of vibrational states of OPA2 and OPA3
Table 1 DFTB calculated energies of the characteristic vibrational mode
molecules and coordinated to two Au3 clusters at both ends (A), coordina
simulated Raman and IR spectra are given in Fig. S8). For OPA2, differen

Coordination
Molec
(nm)

OPA2 1.46

OPA2-A 1.24

OPA2-B 1.35

OPA2-C 1.39

OPA2-D 1.16

OPA2-E 1.21

OPA2-F 1.25

(OPA2)2 2.84

(OPA2)2-A 3.02

OPA3 1.90

OPA3-A 1.68

OPA3-B 1.78

OPA4 2.32

OPA4-A 2.11

OPA4-B 2.21

462 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 457–466
together with the simulated infrared and Raman spectra
(Fig. S9†). The vibrational modes are in good agreement with
the available experimental data (calculated C^C stretching
mode¼ 265 meV for the two compounds, IR experimental C^C
frequency ¼ 261 meV for OPA2 and OPA3).45 DFT phonon
calculations of the entire molecular junctions could not be
performed because of excessive memory requirements. DFTB
calculations were thus performed. The C^C stretching modes
are slightly overestimated compared to DFT (z20 meV) mostly
because of the optimized C^C bonds are slightly longer at the
DFTB level. Although the overall density of vibrational state
spectra is in really good agreement between DFT and DFTB
s (meV) and their localization for OPA2, OPA2–OPA2, OPA3 and OPA4
ted to one Au3 cluster (B). DFT energies are given in parenthesis. (DFT-
t scenarios were added (see text)

ule length
Au–C C^C C]C–H

— 283 (265) —

38 275 —

26 275, 283 —

43 249 —

43 — 220

48 275 219

27 274, 267 —

— 283, 290 —

42 275, 290 —

— 283 (265) —

40 275 —

37.3 275, 283 —

— 283 (265) —

38 275 —

36.5 275, 283 —

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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results (Table 1). This supports the validity of the qualitative
trends which can be obtained by DFTB. The vibrational study
was extended to Au-coordinated molecules by employing
a cluster-type model, i.e., by coordinating the terminal carbon
atoms to Au3 clusters. Additionally to a carbon–gold coordina-
tion at both ends of the molecule (A), a single coordination to
one of the electrodes was also considered (B). Alternative
scenarios were considered for OPA2: an arrangement in which
the terminal hydrogens do not leave upon binding (C); the same
arrangement considering that hydrogen migration occurs to the
adjacent carbons (D); a non-symmetrical conguration with
case A on one side and case C on the other side (E); single gold-
coordination as in case B but considering that the terminal
hydrogen would have been removed during the process (F)
(Table 1). The geometries of all the arrangements were fully
optimized at the DFTB level. The vibrational signature of the
Au–C (molecule) binding is calculated in the range 30–50 eV for
the whole series, a value probably underestimated (due to the
cluster-type model) but in line with IETS results, reinforcing the
chemical anchoring scheme. It has to be noted that these low-
energy vibrational modes are a collective motion of atoms
involving gold atoms and most of the carbon atoms of the
molecules. The study of the results in Table 1 reveals that the
C^C bond vibrational modes are lowered by roughly 10 meV
when the terminal carbon is substituted by Au3 (OPAn-A). The
Fig. 4 IETS spectra measured for different stretching displacements in th
peak intensities observed for Au–Au, Au–C and C^C vibrational modes

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Au3–C^C vibrational signature is found at roughly 275 meV in
this case. The calculated density of vibrational modes of the
(OPA2)2-A system reported in Fig. S10† reveals that this peak is
well-separated from the rest of the vibrational modes (same
result for OPA3-A and OPA4-A). The experimental IET spectra for
the HC regime junctions show essentially this signature.

Interestingly, the IETS of OPA2 in this region shows at least
two peaks (Fig. 3). Several scenarios were considered to explain
this feature. First, if only one end of the molecule was chemi-
cally anchored (case B and F), the calculated vibrational signa-
tures are made of two distinct vibrational C^C modes
separated by less than 10 meV. The presence of the C^C–H
stretching above 400 meV as shown in Fig. S8† would allow to
give some hints to this hypothesis but unfortunately this part of
the IETS spectrum cannot be accessed experimentally because
of stability issues under high bias. Nevertheless, since the IETS
were done for the HC regime junctions, the calculated
substantial drop in the conductance for single-gold-coordinated
systems rule out this possibility.

Ref. 22 dealing with ambient condition MCBJs measure-
ments of the OPAn series suggested the sp2-hybridized carbon
to explain the unusual ordering in the conductance when
increasing the number of phenyl groups as well as the presence
of two distinct preferred conductance values. We performed the
vibrational study of the arrangement C, D and E to study this
e HC regime of OPA3 (a) and OPA4 (b) molecule junctions. Evolution of
from the same contact for OPA3 (c) and OPA4 (d) is also shown.

Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 457–466 | 463
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possibility (Table 1). The vibrational signature of a C^C around
275 meV disappears and the C]C vibrational modes is much
lower in energy, 250 meV in case C down to 220 meV for case D
and E (in the same region than the phenyl vibrational region).
This result does not satisfactorily explain the IETS measure-
ments. We also investigated the possibility of the presence of
a dimer OPA2–OPA2 resulting from C–C coupling. As already
mentioned, this reaction was observed experimentally for OPA3
on Ag (111) metallic surfaces.46 Au is also able to induce the
same reaction as recently reported for phenylacetylene homo-
coupling.38 The (OPA2)2 vibrational signature in the region
around 275 meV consists of two distinct peaks separated by 15
meV and is due to the terminal vibrational motion of the C^C
and the C^C–C^C central units of the molecule. This could
explain the more structured IETS peaks for some of the exper-
imental OPA2 spectra.

To further study the contact geometries and the evolution of
these junctions upon stretching, we have compared the IET
spectra from the HC regime of OPA3 and OPA4. Fig. 4 shows the
IET spectra measured for increasing stretching distance start-
ing from the initial formation of an OPA3 and OPA4 molecule
junction. We have analyzed the changes in peak intensities of
the Au–Au, Au–C and C^C modes upon stretching. For OPA3,
the amplitude of the Au–C phonon mode is considerably lower
compared to the othermodes and to the Au–Cmode of the other
molecules, (see Fig. S5 in ESI† for comparison of averaged IETS)
which suggests only a weak bond, or a bond on only one side
may have formed. Upon stretching the junction, we also found
that the amplitudes of the Au–C and C^Cmodes clearly reduce,
supporting this interpretation (Fig. 4). In the case of OPA4, the
amplitudes of these vibrational modes are observed to be large
compared to other phononmodes until around 0.6 nm. The IET
spectra tend to be stable with minimal changes of the Au–C
mode and a signicant change in the C^C mode which
corroborates the strong bonding between the Au and the end-
standing C atom. A drastic decrease in vibrational excitations
aer this point is assigned to the rupture of the junction. The
stretching distance and stability of IETS aligns with the
observed average plateau length in our trace analysis. The initial
enhancement of the Au phonon mode upon stretching is
attributed to the formation of an atomic chain due to weak
bonding strength of Au–Au atoms,47 as also observed in the Au–
thiol junctions.24 These ndings further conrm the presence of
molecular junctions using Au–C covalent bonding at low
temperature. Said that, a detailed future research on the LC
regime of these molecules is required to completely understand
the nature of bond formation and contact geometries in these
systems.

4. Conclusions

To conclude, we have developed single molecular junctions
using direct Au–C covalent bonding at low temperature using
OPAn chains. The chemical binding between Au and C and the
current path through the molecular backbone were proven by
a detailed study of the inelastic electron tunneling spectra of
single-molecule junctions in combination with a detailed
464 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 457–466
phonon mode analysis using DFT calculations. Both the Au–C
vibron mode and the C^C bands and their development upon
stretching the junction provide further evidence to our analysis.
We demonstrated the presence of molecular junctions between
Au electrodes using conventional conductance histograms
revealing several peaks for all molecules corresponding to
different binding congurations. The study clearly shows that
although all three molecules belong to the same class of
molecular wires with the same endgroups, the actually formed
junctions can be quite different and may have different
formation yield. Although our assignment of certain opening
traces to particular junction congurations differs, in particular
for the longest molecule OPA4, there are striking similarities
between the room temperature and low temperature junction
formation, which is not the case for the most common
endgroups, amines and thiols in combination with Au elec-
trodes. We thus conclude that the direct Au–C bond formation
seems to work similarly at low temperature as at ambient
conditions, making this bonding scheme a useful testbed for
incorporating and studying functional elements at various
conditions. This binding scheme enables studying novel
phenomena in single-molecule junctions which occur only at
low temperature and that require strong electronic coupling.
Our study also demonstrates the importance of the combina-
tion of complementary measurement techniques to elucidate
the real nature of molecular junctions.
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